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“BEAT THE CHAMPS” CONTEST
INCENTIVE FEATURES
LEAGUES WITH 100% ENTRY!
Leagues with a minimum of 24 members that enter their entire league at 100% will
automatically qualify their highest league bowler into the BTC Sectional Roll-offs. Mixed
Leagues will advance the High Man and High Woman.
NOTE: Leagues that meet the above criteria will automatically advance their high bowler
(Man & Woman if a Mixed League). If the HIGH BOWLERS in the establishment are from
a 100% League, the next highest bowler in the league will advance based on the standard
advancement formula.

WHAT IS A 100% LEAGUE??
A league will be considered to be 100% in strength on the night of bowling during the BTC
Contest Week when all of the member’s present, less non-eligible members as described
below, enter the contest.
NOTE!!!! The 100% number must include Absent Bowlers who are otherwise eligible, thus
including an entry fee for the absent bowlers. Leagues do not have to pay for Vacant Bowlers.
Proprietors and members of their families are ineligible to advance and are not counted towards
your 100% league playing strength. Also, current or former PBA/PWBA exempt professionals are
not eligible for this tournament or PBA/PWBA bowlers who have won a national title.
Any employee of any bowling establishment may participate if otherwise eligible.
EXAMPLE - An 8-team league with five members per team = 40 bowlers; there are 2 vacancies
and 3 absent bowlers. This league will qualify as a 100% league, provided they pay for 38 (all
eligible) bowlers.

LEAGUE CLASSIFICATION RULING
To advance one male & one female representative from a 100% participation league to the
Sectional Roll-Offs, the total membership of the league must comprise a minimum of 20% of
the lesser gender in order for the lesser gender to advance.
*NOTE* - Tournament Handicap is now 90% of 220 for all bowlers.

